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The Preparing the Personal Physician for Practice (P4) project has been like a coastal lighthouse, helping us navigate the shoals of transforming residency programs and guiding us to the next harbor. Carney and colleagues' report in this issue of Family Medicine is a valuable summary of the immense amount of work of the P4 residencies and an outstanding research team.

It is important to reflect on where we are. The major messages of P4 for our specialty are clear:

a. Family medicine residencies are interested in and capable of significant experimentation in design and conduct of residency training. Eighty-four residencies—about a sixth of all residencies in the country—applied to participate, undeterred by significant data submission requirements and lack of funding.

b. The external evaluation team played a key role, requiring common data collection and surveying all graduates 18 months out. Their engaged approach supported individual residencies in asking and answering important questions in a way that others can learn from.

c. Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education (ACGME) residency review is compatible with innovation. When P4 started, a common concern was that our residency review committee was not supportive of innovation. It is now clear that substantial innovation, when thoughtful and proactive, is possible within the ongoing accreditation process. Citations happen—but not significantly more frequently than in programs which have not chosen to change. We are grateful to the Family Medicine Review Committee and its leadership for being clear about this.

d. What residencies have chosen to change is also important. Given the opportunity, they chose a wide variety of areas, from duration of training, to process of care in residencies, to core competencies of team-based care, and many other topics. These are the hot spots for future reform of residency training: salient issues are the duration of training (now the subject of a formal trial supported by the American Board of Family Medicine), and scope of practice.

So where are we now? Since the publication of the Future of Family Medicine report in 2004, half a generation has passed. With respect to residency training, many aspects of the new model of practice (EHRs, team-based care, training in quality improvement) have been incorporated broadly into routine residency training. At the ACGME level, the Next Accreditation System has been implemented, with clinical competence committees and regular review of developmental milestones for residents. For individual residencies, however, it remains unclear how often patients have been engaged in changing the process of their care, how much measured access or quality outcomes have improved, or how widespread teaching of new competencies in team-based care has been.
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Where should family medicine residency training go in the future? Here, the lessons from P4 should be considered alongside those of the I3 Collaboratives and the Colorado Family Medicine Residency Patient-Centered Medical Home (PCMH) project, which are also large-scale residency collaborations with over 20 published reports. The I3 Collaborative has emphasized that “the practice is the curriculum,” with iterations since 2005 focusing successively on improving residency chronic care, obtaining PCMH recognition, improving population health, and currently implementing the quadruple aim, whereas the Colorado family medicine residencies focused on clinical adoption of the PCMH and associated curriculum.

We believe that the job of innovation in family medicine residency education is not complete. A first principle should be to focus on the clinical outcomes of care our residencies provide—the triple aim, understood as measured quality of care, patient experience, and cost of care—while attending to the experience of our residency clinical teams. There is increasing evidence that the clinical imprinting in residency has long-term effects on quality and cost, and that family medicine residencies vary greatly in outcomes across each of the dimensions of the triple aim, unexplained by payer, age, or race. If we want our graduates to help address the triple aim, we need to address more directly the care they provide in residencies.

A second principle is to address sustainability. We know from studies of practice transformation that innovation, though very difficult, is only part of the task. The bigger challenge is sustaining clinical systems change, especially when there is little change in payment, and often chaotic change in the environment of care. So too with residency redesign. P4 begs the question: do innovations endure, and what helps them do so?

A third principle is the importance of moving beyond single residencies to design, evaluate, and disseminate changes in residency education, not only for statistical power but also to serve as learning networks. Change is difficult; sharing best practices and learning from failures provides tremendous support. Developing interventions in residency education will require both funding and consensus across residencies about what should be done. Both are challenges.

We should keep in mind the most important levers the discipline has to promote change in residencies—the upcoming revisions of the family medicine residency guidelines document and the milestones. As emphasized by the then-Institute of Medicine Global Forum on Innovation in Health Professional Education, regulators are increasingly looking to create positive change in the programs they accredit. In addition, over the last several years, the American Board of Family Medicine has worked with the Association of Family Medicine Residency Directors to develop a survey of graduates 3 years out. Given the very good response rate of graduates, residencies now have valid benchmark data on a wide variety of outcomes.

Our future is in our hands.
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